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                   Learning and Teaching
Inspiring excellence in learning and teaching, fostering education by design and supporting the continual enhancement of the student learning experience
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  Welcome

  Amazing effective practice is happening across Newcastle University, and this Learning and Teaching hub is designed to bring it all together in a single place. From tools and techniques to current initiatives and strategic priorities, you'll find everything you need to develop your pedagogical practice, digital expertise and professional skills.

  

     
          
    	  
     
          
    	  
     
          
    	    
     
          
    	  
     
          
    	  
  




    
        
            
                
                    
                        Effective Practice

                        What works in teaching and learning: resources and examples of effective practice from across Newcastle University.

                    

                

            
            
                
                    
                        Professional Development

                        Professional development, funding and recognition opportunities for colleagues at all stages of their careers.

                    

                

            
        

    

[bookmark: d.en.130648][image: ]Support and Student Skills
Professional services, student resources and skills development opportunities to help support and enhance learning and teaching.

[image: ]Digital Technologies
Step-by-step guides and ideas to help you to get the most out of our digital technologies for learning, teaching and assessment.

[image: ]Student Voice
How we gather and use student feedback to enhance the learning experience and quality of our taught programmes.
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  Strategic Priorities

  Newcastle University aspires to be a people-focused university that harnesses academic excellence, innovation and creativity to provide benefits to individuals, to organisations, and to society as a whole. Take a look at some of the ways we are trying to achieve this - and how these educational priorities should inform your teaching and assessment practice.
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        Education for Sustainable Development is the process of creating curriculum structures and subject-relevant content to help address social, environmental and economic concerns.
    



  
    [image: Decolonising the Curriculum]
  
    
        Decolonising the curriculum involves reflecting on our assumptions about how the world is, and the legacies of Western colonialism and empire on knowledge, education and professions.
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        Our shared goal is for the University to be ranked highly for Graduate Outcomes, and this starts in our partnerships with students, Schools and with external businesses and organisations.
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        The Educational Challenge Areas consist of a series of initiatives designed to facilitate the exchange of ideas and the development of new approaches to the University.
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        Through our institutional EDI strategy and dedicated working groups, events and projects, we aim to create a positive, supportive culture for everyone to reach their potential.
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  Featured Content

  Looking for inspiration? Not sure where to start? Check out the most popular pages on the Teaching and Learning @ Newcastle hub:

  

     
          
    	  
     
          
    	  
     
          
    	    
     
          
    	  
     
          
    	  
  




  
          
              
                  
                      
                          Artificial Intelligence

                          As with all emerging technologies, it is our role as educators to explore and investigate the opportunities AI provides to our students’ educational experience.
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[bookmark: d.en.133720][image: ]Assessment and Feedback
Guidance on designing assessments, including selecting appropriate digital assessment tools and giving effective feedback.

[image: ]Designing Learning
Our education strategy requires programmes to be based on holistic, integrated, programme-level teaching and assessment.

[image: ]Digital Education
Digital learning is an essential component of the student experience for on-campus and online students.




[bookmark: d.en.130649][image: ]Learning Analytics
Learning Analytics is the collection and analyses of different types of data relating to student engagement and attainment.

[image: ]Digital Accessibility
Accessibility is about ensuring that things can be used by as many people as possible, working towards equality of opportunity.

[image: ]Reflective Practice
Reflection is a crucial point of learning and teaching, and there are a range of techniques to encourage reflective learning.





  
          
              
                  
                      
                          Canvas

                          Canvas is our institutional Virtual Learning Environment. It is an online learning platform where you can host all of your course content, study materials, and module and programme information.
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[bookmark: d.en.275602][image: ]ReCap
ReCap is an interactive lecture capture resource which captures audio and visual material and makes it available online.

[image: ]NU Reflect
NU Reflect, now integrated in Canvas, provides the tools to support personal, professional and academic reflection.

[image: ]Vevox
Vevox is an audience interaction system that helps make your presentations and lectures more engaging and effective.





  
          
              
                  
                      
                          Workshops and Training

                          Workshops and training events provide guidance, ideas, and the chance to ask questions. View the schedule or find out more about each session and how you can join.
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